Power of Perspective
“Change the way you look at things and the
things you look at change”-Dwayne Dyer
Just like in the parable, we see what we experience and
when we open to others perspective what we see and
experience change. We are able to make better
decisions.
Opening yourself to the perspective of others increases
creativity, and innovation, speeds problems solving and
creates greater possibility.
Participants will:
Embrace Perspective as a Super Power
Discuss the power of perspective as a leader and the value to the organization.
How to Get Unstuck
We all get stuck from time to time; overwhelmed, overloaded or distracted. Through an
interactive fun exercise learn how we know we are stuck and what strategies we can use to get
unstuck quicker and how to use those skills to help others get unstuck too.
Avoid Conflict
Understand the different personality types and hw they affect our trust, communication and
decision speed. Interact with a powerful strategy to avoid conflict and better communicate with
your family, friends , co-workers, clients and boss.
Growth and Innovation
This group exercise will create greater awareness of our limitations to growth when we limit
our perspectives and how external constraints create stress that can either get us stuck or open
up possibility depending on the perspective.
Closing
The group comes back together for closing remarks and a funny story that sums up the human
condition and create an action plan based on what participants took away.
Penny Zenker is an international speaker and best-selling author. She is
passionate about helping people live more fulfilling lives through reducing stress,
improving communication, and creating greater passion and focus. Her experience
includes building and selling a multi-million dollar business, managing business
turnarounds, living abroad for 16 years, and worked 5 years a Tony Robbins
business coach. She will challenge you to think differently and inspire you to be
your best. Her easy to understand frameworks make implementation fast and
easy.

